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From this issue onwards the journal of *Human Systems Management* is starting a new feature called *What Are We Reading?*

The undersigned will briefly review books which have been brought to his attention. These reviews will be rather brief and will not describe the strengths and/or weakness of each work in detail. Rather, they will note some salient feature of the book in question. It is our hope that in this format, more books will be listed and reviewed, and that readers will bring their own reading to the attention of this column. Send any title that you have read recently with a brief comment which will include your overall impression of the new book (with accurate details of the Title, Publisher, Location of the Publisher, Number of Pages, Price and ISBN) to:

John P. van Gigch  
E-mail: vang@sonic.net

It will be published in this journal in order to promote the fast dissemination of new knowledge.

John P. van Gigch  
*Book Review Editor*